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Violet Blue



NASA



doing something 
changes how you see it

SSETI Team - S. Tietz
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Team Italia

google lunar x prize



university rover challenge
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NASA/Tim Pyle

planet hunters



mapping dark matter



GALAXY ZOOGALAXY ZOO

galaxy zoosdss.org data



no data monkeys



Sloan Digital Sky Survey and Richard Nowell

data access inspires investigation

forums as a collaboration tool

better machine learning

green peas



NASA/ESA/S. Beckwith - STScI, and The HUDF Team

unprocessed interstellar stu!

1950s: 937 photo plates, 1k galaxies (Palomar)

1980s: film (Palomar Sky Survey II)

2000s: 1 million galaxies (Sloan Digital Sky Survey)

2010: 480 million images of the Moon (LRO)



OPEN COLLABORATION

DISRUPTIVE ACCESSIBILITY

ACTIVE CONTRIBUTION

OPEN != ACCESSIBLE

modes of invading space

NASA



Matt Ogle

open != accessible



Tantek Çelik

science hack day



Gretchen Curtis

science hack day



Gretchen Curtis

open collaboration
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Paul MisonAriel Waldman
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RadioKateGretchen CurtisAriel Waldman



Gretchen Curtis
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sf.sciencehackday.com
details at:
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institute for the future



What will you do when space is as cheap and 
accessible as the Web is today?

IFTFInstitute For The Future

What will you do when space is as cheap 
and accessible as the Web is today?





Andrew J. Ferguson



University of Cambridge Department of Engineering

f***ing teddy bears in space
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ACCESSIBLE

Designed by Matt Jones, under Creative Commons, http://flickr.com/photos/blackbeltjones/3365682994
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